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MMMM.wavâ€�Â .1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to an image pickup
apparatus that corrects for chromatic aberration. 2. Description of the Related Art Recently,

portable image pickup apparatuses have become popular as video cameras. Such a portable image
pickup apparatus generally has a zoom lens that is used to photograph a subject, and an optical

low-pass filter to remove noise that is superimposed on a pickup signal. The optical low-pass filter
is disposed within the optical path of the zoom lens so as to cover a half field angle of about

0.4.degree. through about 0.6.degree.. Therefore, the subject image reflected on a surface to be
formed by the zoom lens often contains a peripheral portion with extremely low brightness. That is,
the edge of the subject is blurred due to the chromatic aberration produced by the optical low-pass

filter. As illustrated in FIG. 1, when the subject is continuously illuminated with light, it is often
impossible to keep the entire image of the subject dark. On the contrary, if the entire image is
recorded with all of the pixels being exposed, the peripheral portion of the subject is also over-

exposed to such an extent that the color thereof becomes dominant. Thus, the actual image has
the delicate difference between the center and the peripheral portion. In order to solve the problem

of color blurring, a conventional method is to combine a plurality of types of color filters, for
example, an R (Red), c6a93da74d
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